What you focus in your life grows; what you think about expands, what you dwell on determines your destiny.

Class VA has carved its own destiny by dwelling with single minded zeal on creation, innovation and quality. The year witnessed a steady shower of accolades and succession of glorious landmarks in all domains- academics, co-curricular and sports. The session began with a strong conviction that whatever the mind can conceive and believe, the mind can achieve. The faith was our strength and each accomplishment started with a decision to try.

Leaders are ones who know the way, go the way and show the way. Our class stands proud with the selection of Kanika Bansal as the Head girl, Aarushi Bansal as the Sports Head Girl, Girik Garg as the House prefect of Tilak house and Ishika Dureja as House Prefect of Vasisth house in the junior student council by displaying exemplary leadership qualities. The melting melodies of our class had their moment of grace by reaching up the 2nd position in the group song competition. Another milestone was touched when Vrinda, Divyanshu Aggarwal, Himanshi Nishal, Girik Garg and Prabhhat Poonia made a place for themselves among the best ten students in the English and Hindi Calligraphy competition. Blazing the trail of glory, Sunich Singh outshone others in Sudoku competition by proving the art in his forte; Rishap Nagpal displayed a great aesthetic sense and synthesized creativity to win a prize in collage competition.

Embracing success with the customary gusto, a team comprising of Divyanshu Aggarwal, Girik Garg, Sakshi Gaba, Kanika Bansal, Vrinda and Chaitanya Gaur crept their way to the top by romping away the I position in Spell bee competition.

The G.K quiz was yet another competition to exhibit the knowledge and abilities. The team comprising of Girik Garg, Divyanshu Aggarwal, Vrinda, Sunidhi Singh, Shaurya Kang, Chaitanya Gaur and Aditya Bishnoi seamlessly blended diligence and dedication to reap rich awards of bagging the II position. In the cyber Olympiad, our computer wizards- Girik, Divyanshu, Sunidhi and Aijitabh registered a sweeping victory and stood in the top 10 performers. Having come to be recognized as the Math Wizards- Girik, Sunidhi and Divyanshu basked in the glory of victory and proved that nothing is impossible.

Nothing can equate the splendor of sports. My children emerged as tough competitors in annual sports meet aswell. Aarushi Bansal and Sakshi Gaba registered their landmark victory by bagging gold medal in three-legged race. In the same, Kanika and Siddhi Lohia, Paving their way through tough pathways received Silver medal. Not behind here, Sunidhi won silver medal to her credit in 400m race. Carrying on with the winning streak, Siddhi grabbed a bronze medal in long jump. Another lustrous feather was added to the cap, when Arushi Bansal was adjudged the Best Table Tennis player and became the table tennis junior school girl champion. Her matchless strokes were a visual delight for all.

Sports instill a strong character which is further polished by Yoga. Aman Kumar impressed everyone with his magnificent performance by grabbing the 2nd position in yoga completion at the district level. Scoring another landmark, Rishap Nagpal displayed his finest skill in skating and is the proud recipient of I prize in the interclass skating competition. Shauria and Praksh of Vasistha house and Prabhhat, Yash Kumar of Kabir house brought laurels to their house by contributing the I position in interclass football and Cricket match respectively. Praksh was also a part of winning Hockey team. Girik, Aarushi, Vrinda and Divyanshu were awarded achievement stars.

The list of accomplishments would be incomplete without the special mention of our class assembly on the theme ‘Embrace your uniqueness’ where each one was reminded that God designed us with unique set of potentialities and gifts and we should learn to celebrate our uniqueness.

The memorizing performance of the students touched everyone’s heart to depth.

The unending quest to achieve the ideal through rigorous pursuit of perfection is what inflames our spirit as we are given to understand that there are no escalators in the world of achievement, the conditions of conquest are always easy. We have to but till awhile, endure awhile, believe always and never turn back. Dare to jump on future with enthusiasm
Dare to place no limits on what you hope to accomplish
Dare to dream big and reach the stars.
Dare to bring excellence to everything you do.

With this blessing, may you go forth and achieve glories of success.

God bless

-Malvika Bhatnagar
(Class teacher V-A)